case study

VILLAGE HALL
COMMUNITY SHOP

SAYERS COMMON COMMUNITY SHOP

OUR CLIENT
Sayers Common Community Shop,
Hassocks, West Sussex

A community owned and run shop located in the heart of the Sussex
countryside. The shop provides residents and businesses of the village and
surrounding areas with an extensive range of essential products and specialist
products; including a fine selection of wines and beers including many locally
brewed from Albourne Estate and Hurst Brewery to meat supplied by a Best
Sussex award winning Butcher. They also have a charismatic café for all to
visit with freshly baked pastries and a fine cup of coffee.
THE CHALLENGE
Our client needed a simple infrastructure covering a single floor space,
for ensuring price integrity is maintained across all product lines, with full
coherence with pricing on the POS. Our client wanted a solution that could
be installed quickly and effortlessly with as little maintenance as possible.
THE SOLUTION
Herbert Retail offer a range of innovative technology solutions, designed to
enhance productivity for retailers both large and small.
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Working closely with our client, we recommended, project managed
and installed the new range of graphic electronic shelf labels from SoluM
(Samsung). Herbert and SoluM partner in the UK to provide electronic shelf
edge solutions that improves value and gives tangible results to retailers and
their customers.
With a clean white casing, thin design and a high quality, crisp screen display
(as is synonymous with Samsung), the SoluM electronic shelf labels epitomize
both form and function, representing a paper label but with all the benefits
of being electronically enabled.
They assist in ensuring price integrity at all times; without staff intervention,
matching pricing on the POS. Inventory, label design and updates, such
as promotional offers, are simply checked, designed and scheduled for
deployment with the simple and intuitive SoluM label control software.
Connecting labels to POS and communications set-up with SoluM is very
simple, and Herbert ensured a quick and discreet installation and setup with
little to no disruption to the store.
The new SoluM solution is already delivering on expectations, increasing
productivity of staff with better deployment meaning staff are able to better
assist customers, boosting customer experience and profitability. Price
changes and promotions are now near-instant with real time updates, and
price errors have been completely eliminated.
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